Significance of the Bohr effect for tissue oxygenation in a model with counter-current blood flow.
Counter-current arrangement of afferent and efferent blood flow in tissues is commonly considered to be detrimental to tissue oxygenation, since O2 diffusion would shunt O2 away from the tissue. We have investigated the combined effects of counter-current CO2 and O2 exchange in a simple model, paying particular attention to the Bohr effect. We have obtained the following main results. (1) Back-diffusion of CO2 leads to increasing CO2 partial pressure (PCO2) and CO2 content along the afferent vessel. This is enhanced when fixed acid is released by the tissue into the venous blood, e.g. during hypoxia, which leads to a further PCO2 increase therein. (2) The increasing PCO2, with concomitant decrease in pH, in the afferent blood leads to a decrease in blood O2 affinity (Bohr effect) and thus results in increased PO2. (3) The resulting O2 diffusion shunt diminishes the O2 content in afferent blood, but for most conditions its PO2 remains higher than without the Bohr effect. (4) During hypoxia, both the PO2 in blood reaching the tissue (Pta) as well as in that leaving it (Ptv) are significantly elevated above the level without the Bohr effect. Moreover, with fixed acid release both Pta and Ptv for O2 can be higher than the arterial PO2 value. (5) During hyperoxia, O2 diffusion shunt prevents the tissue PO2 levels from increasing to levels that might be regarded as toxic. It is concluded that a diffusion shunt in tissues stabilizes the O2 partial pressure at the tissue when it varies in arterial blood (hypoxia or hyperoxia).